ADVENTURE

Big
HIKE, BIKE AND SWIM
YOUR WAY THROUGH
GROOTVADERSBOSCH’S
INCREDIBLE FOREST

By Nick Dall

KNOW

THIS
YOU CAN DO IT TOO
At the time of
writing, GVB had 10
campsites and one
cottage, but in 2016,
a further 11 cottages
should be completed.
Be sure to
book ahead for the
mountain-bike trail,
as a maximum of 24
bikes are allowed
on the trail at any
one time.
Never hike alone
and always carry
water, food and a
warm change
of clothes.
If you’re heading
for Boosmansbos
you’ll need to be fit,
self-sufficient and
quite experienced.
If you’ve got
a Wild Card, you
won’t be charged
any conservation fees.
wildcard.co.za
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laces as perfect as Grootvadersbosch shouldn’t really exist anymore. It’s only 20
minutes from the N2 and a few hours from Cape Town, but it’s as pristine and
untouched as it would have been 200 years ago.
‘You know this is a car-free zone?’ the friendly ranger asked apologetically. Perhaps
she was concerned because I had my two-year-old daughter on my hip.
She shouldn’t have worried. I did know about the ‘no cars’ rule. In fact, it was one of the
main reasons I wanted to come here. ‘Oh, really?’ I replied politely. ‘Good thing I packed the
baby backpack.’
We checked into Scolopia Cottage, a delightful wood cabin perched just above the largest
pocket of indigenous forest in the Langeberg. The emerald ocean of treetops begged to be
explored, and we weren’t going to need a second invitation.
It was midday, in the heat of summer, but the forest was as shaded and cool as a cathedral
at dusk. The mulchy track took us deeper and deeper into the bowels of the forest. Centuriesold yellow-woods, stinkwoods and alders held court over a magical otherworld that seemed
torn from the pages of Grimms’ Fairy Tales. Birdsong and butterflies added to the aura, and
a chance encounter with a mother bushbuck and her baby sealed the deal. All this before we’d
even reached the redwoods.
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saved this excursion for our last day. We wound our way down through
the forest until we came across an incredible bird hide perched in the
bows of a gargantuan ironwood. The views were breathtaking, but
the only signs of bird life were some droppings on the floor.
The path took us further down until, abruptly, it came to an end. We
could hear running water though, and the map showed us we were

Take a refreshing dip
in the waterfall pool
in Grootvadersbosch
Nature Reserve

Redwoods? In South Africa? Imported from
California in 1907, they’re now about 40m
high and their growth spurt is showing no sign
of slowing. Gazing up at their never-ending
trunks, it’s tempting to believe that these are the
‘big daddies’ the reserve’s name references.
But in actual fact, this honour goes to Roelof
Oelofse, aka Groot Vader, who acquired the
forest way back in 1723, long before you,
me or the towering redwoods had even been
thought about…
While travelling with a toddler didn’t dampen
our healthy appetite for adventure, it meant we
couldn’t embark on any multi-day escapades.
Grootvadersbosch, along with the neighbouring
Boosmansbos Wilderness Area (a 13 km hike

from GVB), covers a vast swathe of the majestic
Langeberg. Once you’re in Boosmansbos, you
will be on your own in big, boundless nature.
Paths are unmarked, terrain is rugged and there
are two very basic campsites. If this sounds like
your cup of tea, then drink up!
Another major drawcard is the two-day
Grootvadersbosch Conservancy Cycle Trail,
which traverses the reserve and some adjoining
farmland and boasts some epic single-track
action. If you’re cycling with kids (or, like me,
you’re simply not fit enough for a 58 km slog)
you can go for shorter rides in the park – just
stick to the paths marked with the bicycle icon.
We had heard that Grootvadersbosch’s real
gem is a swim in the Duiwenhoks River, so we
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‘Keen mountain
bikers will
gladly jump at
the opportunity
to ride the same
tracks that have
been cycled by
Cape Epic and
TransCape
participants,
while nature
lovers will
relish spending
time in the
forest and
enjoying the
spectacular
views from the
two bird hides.’

definitely in the right place. I left my wife and
daughter behind and scrambled down what
was effectively a waterfall, clinging to anything
I could grab on the way.
I considered turning back, but before I knew
it, I was standing face-to-face with one of the
most gorgeous natural pools I’ve ever seen. After
a quick dip, I forced my still-wet feet into shoes
and climbed back up to join the others.
On the hike back, we were lucky enough
to spot a narina trogon – a bird many serious
birdwatchers never manage to clap eyes on.
It sat on a branch for just a few seconds and
stared at us before fluttering off. I don’t know
if I’ll ever see one again. But I know I’ll come
back to Grootvadersbosch to look for one.
Besides, I want my kids to swim in that pool
one day…

get
in
touch

GROOTVADERSBOSCH
NATURE RESERVE
Park reception: 028 722 2412
Bookings: 021 483 0190
capenature.co.za
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